IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

BURNLEY

Billy Mercer
Keepers: crossing
and distribution
SET-UP
AREA

Use of a half-pitch

1 The keeper begins in the
centre of the goal facing the
server

1

2 He takes a volley

EQUIPMENT

Balls, cones, goals,
mannequins, minigoals
NUMBER OF PLAYERS

Keeper plus 3 servers
SESSION TIME

45-70mins

Overview:
This is a keeper session that looks
at dealing with crossing then
distributing into counter-attacking
areas. The methods are simple but
it’s vital we rehearse them well if
they are to be replicated in the most
efficient and dynamic way.
This is a session we will run every
Thursday if playing at home on
the Saturday, or Friday if away. We
will try to make it as enjoyable as
possible, keeping things upbeat and
setting keepers achievable targets
with their distribution.
We begin with a good warm-up
before moving into basic handling
drills, then progress to dealing with
crosses and distribution, starting
off unopposed then putting in
defenders and attackers.

3 He now turns towards
the corner flag and must be
prepared to take a catch along
any point of the edge of the sixyard box

1 In the progression we work
from the other side

2

What do I get the players to do?
Quick feet warm-up (not shown)
We will begin with basic warm-up
activities, with quick feet over cones
finishing with a one-footed take-off
over a hurdle. Typically we will vary
footwork – always finishing with a
one-footed take-off, but this can
be one foot between each cone,
into two feet between the cone as
variation, then side-to-side around
cones and forwards and backwards
around cones.
Basic handling (not shown)
First we look to practise volleys into
the keeper’s hands. First these will
be in line, then the keeper steps
across to catch, then turns off a
cone to catch and finally he steps
out a ‘figure of eight’. For each runthrough it’s five from a server at the
front and five from the back.
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2 Here, too, the keeper
must distribute into one of
the mini-goals
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Intermediate handling (not shown)
Now we move into another handling
drill whereby the keeper starts on
a middle cone, takes a volley off a
first server, adjusts his position to
the near post then takes a high ball
going back over his head. We work
on both sides, six times.
The natural progression to this is to
add in a second server and ensure
the keeper can’t pre-empt what is to
follow by serving a byline cut-back
on the floor. Again we work this six
times.

3

Dealing with crosses - basic
As shown (1), the keeper starts
in the middle of the goal facing
the server. He takes a volley, then
adjusts feet around the cone to take
a high ball forward coming through
the gate, six times. We progress this
by introducing a throw into target
goals, underarm and overarm, six
times (2).
Dealing with crosses intermediate
Now we set up crossing using a
keeper and two servers, as shown
(3). Six crosses come from each
of the four stations (so 24 crosses
in total), unopposed, enabling the
keeper to practise timing without
distraction, and ultimately building
confidence.
Distribution and recovery
Now, as shown (4), the keeper starts
on the six-yard line, takes a volley off
the server, sets the ball on the floor
and drives out to the second server
in the box. He then recovers to take
up a positive position to deal with a
cross coming back from that same
server. He will perform three of
these on each side.
We can progress this with a
number of advancements that can
suit keepers looking to enhance
bespoke, individual skills. So it
might be six throws, six side volleys
or the challenge of dealing with an
incoming ball without using the
hands. Alternatively, the six halfvolleys served from the edge of the
box could be made to bounce first
before being caught.
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In the second phase of dealing with crosses, short and long balls are
lofted in for the keeper to save
1 The keeper starts on the sixyard line and takes a volley off
the server

4

2 He sets the ball on
the floor and sends
it out to the second
server in the box
3 Now he must recover –
evading the attentions of
the mannequins – in order
to deal with the cross
coming back from that
same server
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2!
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1 In ‘Crossing and distribution’, the keeper
receives from either of the two servers on his
left
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2 The server must instruct him to send
the incoming ball to targets 1, 2 or 3

As it is, the keeper is alert to the order and
distributes accordingly when the shout of “2”
comes – here it’s into the large target goal
5 If “3” it must be a side
volley or half-volley into the
target area.

3 A shout of
“1” means
an underarm
throw into
the minigoal.

4 If “2” it’s
an overarm
throw (one
bounce and
on the full)
into the large
target goal

1

Crossing and distribution
Now we have one keeper
working and three servers (5).
He adopts a realistic starting
position, taking a cross off each
server in turn. Once he has made
the catch, the server shouts
either “1”, “2” or “3” whereby
the keeper must hit the relevant
target, as shown. Each time he
distributes, the ball must be into
the stated area or goal at match
pace and with accuracy. We do
this 12 times then switch to the
other side.
What are the key things to
look out for?
In every keeper we must
see a good starting position,
assessment of the ball and a
desire to take any catch at the
highest point (since this is where
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he is least likely to be challenged
and can dominate his space). In
doing this he is stepping into the
line of the ball and attacking it in
front of the eye line.
His decision-making must be
precise and swift, with technique
and choice of distribution key
(and that could be with hands
or feet). Once he has released
the ball we’re looking for him to
make recovery lines back into a
default keeper position.
In a physical sense this is all
represented by balance and
coordination when moving into
line, plus explosive movement,
agility and flexibility when
recovering to feet (being alert to
the possibility of a second save if,
for instance, the ball goes loose),
upper body and core strength
in dealing with the high ball,
throwing technique and distance
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when striking the ball.
There are also a number of
social and psychological factors
in play that we feel add to the
success of a practice. So as
well as being seen to enjoy the
challenges, we want to ensure
concentration and focus, players
growing in confidence and
self-belief (both in themselves
and in others), with the idea of
learning and being better than
they were yesterday. They must
make clear, concise, positive
decisions, not allowing mistakes
to affect them nor prevent them
from doing the right or the
same thing the next time. And
crucially, we must see respect,
with players building good
relationships with their team
mates for the good of the team.

“Crucially,
we must
see respect,
with players
building good
relationships
with their team
mates for the
good of the
team.”
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